
National Community Action Awards Ceremony - a place
to honor silent 'heroes'
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Human Act Prize 2023 Gala Night is an event honoring organizations and individuals who
have contributed to the community through prestigious and enduring social projects,
bringing great value.

19:36:  Timely Project Category

1. Volunteer Social Platform Project

The volunteer social platform built and operated by Military Commercial Joint Stock Bank
(MBBank) is the first volunteer social network in Vietnam, created to connect generous souls
with people in difficult circumstances. difficulties through a transparent volunteer account of
revenues and expenses.

The project was born at a time when social trust was shaken because of large-scale but non-
transparent charity donation campaigns. The volunteer social platform has promptly regained
trust through a completely transparent operating mechanism.

Although the "Charity" application cannot stop the natural storm, the "statement storm" will
no longer be a problem for charity workers.

Power is activated from community trust:

- More than 400 billion VND in support

- More than 800 individuals and organizations participated in fundraising

- Nearly 1 million registered members

- More than 1800 campaigns deployed"
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2. Tet Mini Supermarket Initiative Project 0 VND

Tet Mini Supermarket 0 VND - Going to the supermarket with "0 VND", everyone can have a
full Tet.

The 0 VND mini supermarket is an initiative first initiated by Phu Nhuan Jewelry Joint Stock
Company (PNJ) in 2021.

That is the point where people in Ho Chi Minh City are fighting the COVID-19 epidemic
every day. Thousands of people have lost their source of income, making life even more
difficult. "Zero Tet Mini Supermarkets" have sprung up all over the city, becoming into a
practical initiative, with the right people at the right time and capable of being replicated in
many provinces and cities.

19:30: Ideas for the community award

1. Medicine cabinet project for children

Medicine cabinet for children is a collaborative project sponsored by GeneStory gene
decoding company and Thien Tam Foundation (part of Vingroup).

The project has been deployed at 5 leading public hospitals in Vietnam, receiving and
performing free screening tests for nearly 2,000 pediatric patients from more than 50
provinces and cities across the country. The test was positive in nearly 25% of cases,
equivalent to 500 children who were given a lifetime "safe drug use record".

2. Cancer Patient Support Project

The Cancer Patient Support Project implemented by Community Medicine launched in 2017
with the goal of improving cancer knowledge in the community, helping patients live the
longest with the best quality of life along the journey. Healing
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After 6 years of implementation, the project attracted more than 400 volunteers to support
thousands of cancer patients across the country as well as build community groups to provide
accurate medical information and basic knowledge. cancer foundation or therapeutic
exercises to support the patient's health care and recovery process.

3. Ethnicity Vietnam Project - A long-standing human story

The story of the eternal old implemented by Ethnicity Vietnam is a project to preserve
cultural heritage in the form of digital art of patterns woven on brocade, a feature that has
existed for a long time in the culture of ethnic groups. ethnic minorities in Vietnam.

Thanks to the digital brocade library for each stitch and thread, the design and creative
community can easily apply ethnic patterns to contemporary products. To date, Ethnicity has
digitized the patterns of 19 ethnic groups with 580 preserved patterns, 105 - 119 creative
patterns, 105 - 110 pattern applications in graphics and decoration, 56 illustrations of life.
lives of indigenous people.

7:00 p.m.: Sharing from guests before the awards ceremony 

Mr. Vuong Vu Thang - Chairman of the Board of Directors of VCCorp Joint Stock Company
shared: The program is extremely practical and necessary to honor programs that are useful to
the community. There are units that have silently volunteered for 15 years without being
honored once. Human Act Prize will do just that. I am impressed with all the nominated
projects, but pay special attention to the TH Group project, which changes the nature of the
dairy industry, making a great contribution to the future of Vietnamese children.
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Artist Xuan Bac: When I was invited to participate in this program, I was very happy because
I am always ready to introduce faces that need to be honored. In life, there are people who
openly work for the community, but there are people who work quietly. This award was
created to honor organizations and individuals who are quietly working for the community. I
believe that the careful preparation of the award organizers will be successful. These
programs need to be more organized and replicated.

Present at the ceremony, MC Thu Hoai shared: When I accepted the invitation to participate
in this program, I didn't think too much and accepted immediately. This is a program with
great humanitarian value. I myself have adopted 8 children. I find this program very close to
me. When I attend this program, I want to learn what people have done to spread and inspire
more.

Sharing the same feelings, Editor, MC Minh Trang - Founder of Box Hao Hac, Hao Hac
Village expressed: I always want the business's activities to bring value to the community. My
business currently has 8 deaf people in charge of many tasks. Although he has a hearing
disability, he has excellent hands and abilities.

I have been fortunate to accompany the Human Act Prize since the first days. I am especially
impressed with projects aimed at children such as the Puppet Theater project that helps
children access sensitive information in an interesting way, receive it effectively and apply it
successfully in the future.

6:00 p.m. - 6:50 p.m.: Guests excitedly attend the awards ceremony, the atmosphere
gradually heats up
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Special highlights took place on Gala night

The Gala night awarding the Human Act Prize 2023 of Nhan Dan Newspaper took place at
7:00 p.m. December 11 at Hoan Kiem Lake Theater (Hanoi).

Attending the Gala night were members of the Party Central Committee: Lai Xuan Mon,
Standing Deputy Head of the Central Propaganda Department; Le Quoc Minh, Editor-in-
Chief of Nhan Dan Newspaper, Deputy Head of the Central Propaganda Department,
Chairman of the Vietnam Journalists Association; Pham Tat Thang, Standing Deputy Head of
the Central Mass Mobilization Committee; Nguyen Thi Thu Ha, Vice President - General
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Vietnam Fatherland Front; Nguyen Dac Vinh,
Member of the National Assembly Standing Committee, Chairman of the National
Assembly's Culture and Education Committee; together with leaders of central and local
ministries, departments and branches

In the first year of its organization, the Human Act Prize 2023 left many special impressions
by attracting more than 130 social projects to participate, leaving a pioneering mark of
"heroes". " still silently and persistently works for the community to spread strongly.

From the 35 projects selected for the Final round, Gala Human Act Prize 2023 will honor
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projects in 7 important categories. Projects participating in the Human Act Prize are not
ranked because whether it is an organization or a small individual, every action for the
community deserves to be honored.

The stadium where the Human Act Prize 2023 Gala night took place

According to representatives of the Organizing Committee, this year's initiatives make a
strong impression because of their ability to unleash community strength, focus on the weak
and strive for a more prosperous future for society. festival. Many projects have been
implemented persistently for decades and are highly sustainable, and there are also many
small projects that are highly appreciated for their creativity, pervasiveness and ability to have
a great impact.

At the Human Act Prize 2023 Gala, stories about organizations and individuals who do not
hesitate to contribute to the community, take the first steps on a challenging journey, despite
all difficulties, are steadfast in their values. humanity, the belief in sustainable development
will once again be told, promising to take the audience through many levels of emotions.

Not only is it an awards event, the Human Act Prize 2023 Gala is also a night where artists
use artistic language to connect with the mass audience, creating many impressive
performances. The Gala night will have the participation of many famous artists such as diva
My Linh, rapper wearing "new clothes" for music Trinh - Ha Le, potential gen Z singer My
Anh...

Through unique art performances, these artists hope to contribute to spreading the good
values   of social activities for the community, creating an attractive entertainment space rich in
humanity...

The meaning of the Community Action
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The meaning of the Community Action
award categories 
The Human Act Prize 2023 Gala night will honor projects in the following 7 important
categories:

- The Ideas for the Community category  honors projects with feasible implementation
ideas, contributing to promoting the community in a more positive and sustainable direction.

-  Timely Project  honors initiatives to effectively respond to urgent issues and willingness to
commit to the community.

-  Prospect Project  honors projects that have the ability to develop quickly and widely in the
future

- The Persistence Project  honors admirable efforts to maintain and develop the community
in the long term.

-  The Inspire Project  honors community activities with high humanistic spirit, capable of
spreading and replicating, activating the great strength of the community;

-  The Sustainability Project  honors scientifically built initiatives that bring outstanding
long-term and profound impact to the community

-  The Human Act Prize category  is a landmark, honoring actions that bring positive,
sustainable contributions to the community.

"Human Act Prize's Gala Night is a gathering place for outstanding CSR and sustainable
development initiatives in 2023 of large domestic businesses and organizations such as TH
Group, Military Bank (MB), World Bank Vietnam Investment and Development Joint
Stock Company (BIDV), Vietnam Dairy Products Joint Stock Company Vinamilk...

The Gala night also received companionship and support from large domestic corporations
such as Bac A Commercial Joint Stock Bank, Vietnam Petroleum Group (Petrolimex),
Vietnam Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Industry and Trade (VietinBank)..."

"Human Act Prize" is organized by Nhan Dan Newspaper, with the participation of the
Ministry of Labor, War Invalids and Social Affairs, the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment, the Ministry of Science and Technology, along with the organizational
coordination of VCCorp Joint Stock Company and sponsor Bac A Bank Diamond. The
award aims to honor individuals and organizations that have made positive contributions
to society through prestigious community initiatives and projects, bringing long-term and
sustainable effects.

Not only honoring and spreading, the Human Act Prize was also born with the goal of
accompanying, orienting and connecting all individuals and groups that have, are and will
carry responsibility for the cause. community on their journey.
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According to BBT

NEWS WITH THE HUMAN ACT PRIZE SERIES

The first documentary about community activities in Vietnam is about to be broadcast: Authentic
and touching

Meet the mother of more than 400 Special orphans

The emotional story behind the "world's first" special flights operated by a Vietnamese airline

"Huge" numbers from Agribank's "Policy credit for agricultural sector lending" program

See all >>

According toDSPL  Copy the link

Keywords:  Human ACT Prize , TH group , Bac A bank

SAME CATEGORY VIEW BY DATE  twelfth  April  2024  SEE

Within the framework of the final round of the Award, the 2023 Community Action
Exhibition will take place from November 24 - December 3 at the Temple of Literature -
Hanoi, and the Award Gala will take place on November 11. /12 at Hoan Kiem Lake
Theater - Hanoi.

We hope to receive the attention and support of the community!

Official website: https://humanactprize.org

Fanpage: https://www.facebook.com/HumanActPrize
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